
Dinosaur Island by Tim Taylor 
• These are photos of the sequence we did using the Dinosaur Island planning as a 

starting point. This is by no means a ‘How To Guide’ – Tim just asked if I would mind 
providing this for the website to help teachers who are new to this plan gain an idea 
of what it means and where they could take it. As you will see, I used Tim’s plan (with 
my added parts in purple) for Steps 1-7 and then created my own steps from there 
on in (having repeated Step 7 several times).

• The whole project took half a term – about 7 weeks – in a Reception class (aged 4-5) 
in a state Primary school in South London. 

• This class has a wide range of needs including some severe SEND, EAL including 
children who had spoken no English at all before their first day of school.

• We usually have a ‘Mantle Day’ every Friday during which we might spend most of 
the day in Convention 1 and experiencing things there but then spend the rest of the 
week preparing things for our next adventure/commission. 

• If you have any questions about this – please do ask them on Twitter 
@LucyCoatesReay or via email lucy.coates@reay.lambeth.sch.uk

mailto:lucy.coates@reay.lambeth.sch.uk


Dinosaur Island 
A team of scientists are sent to a secret island 

location to study, protect and survive a colony of 
previously thought extinct creatures... 



Context: Hidden from the rest world on a mysterious 
island a team of expert scientists strive to protect, 
preserve and study a colony of creatures previously 
thought long extinct. Working in difficult conditions and 
constant danger the scientists responsibilities are both 
to the animals themselves and to the ecology of the 
island which has sustained them for millions of years. 
The Worldwide League for Nature (WLN), the island’s 
owners and protectors, are concerned that while the 
team work they are careful not to damage the island’s 
environment and to work in utter secrecy, keeping the 
island and its inhabitants away from the world’s prying 
eyes and those who might look to exploit or damage it. 
Furthermore, however difficult their mission might 
seem, its about to get a whole lot worse as the island’s 
volcano, long thought dormant, begins to show 
alarming signs of activity.



Introduction: This unit starts with the students creating the island of the dinosaurs using a large sheet. As mentioned above, 
the sheet needs to be large, at least big enough for all the students to gather round. If your classroom isn’t large enough 
then perhaps book the hall. Building the island should take about half a day. While the students work and once finished take 
photographs to use as part of a display. This unit creates multiple opportunities for map work and representing 
geographical landscapes in different ways.



Step 1: Starting the story

• Gather the students together in a large circle. Unfold the sheet and lay it in 
the centre of the circle, some of the students might like to help. Have the 
material, string and A5 paper close to hand. I pre-teach geographical features 
as they wouldn’t know many of them.  Begin once the students are settled 
and ready. Imagine you telling them a story, try to speak as if you were telling 
the story to a room of adults, this is not a fairytale. Print out and use the story 
script if you need to.

Cave - outside

Cave - inside



Sound Scape

The island had stayed hidden for millions of years, behind the cloud of fog and storms that 
surrounded it. Sailors who came close would turn their ships around and sail away, afraid of the 

swirling clouds, flashes of lightening and clashes of thunder. And so they had stayed unfound 
and undisturbed, the last of their kind, the last of the great creatures who had once been rulers 

of the world. 
I used musical instruments to make a soundscape of the storms around the island. Each child had 
their own instrument and had to watch the child in the middle (with the class puppet) to see 
whether they should play loudly or softly, fast or slow according to their gestures. They then 
played as I read out this part of the story. (I read it in much smaller chunks) I put the sheet back 
out when finished.



“You might be wondering about this big sheet. I thought we might try and use it 
to make the island in the story. I’ve got these other bits of material here (show 
the students the other miscellaneous pieces of material) we could use to make 
the hills and the mountains of the island. I’ll show you what I mean.” 

Take one of the pieces of material fold it in to a loose ball and then push it 
under the big sheet to the middle. Take a bit of time shaping it, ask the students 
for advice. “What do you think? Should it be bigger? Perhaps someone could 
pass me...”  Once you have the mountain in place, sit back. “What do you think? 
Do you think there should be more hills and mountains on our island?” 

I just let my class go – they go off and find their jumpers or dressing up clothes 
to put underneath. I encourage them to work together and to help each other.

I had to reiterate several times that around the edge of the island is water. That 
is what makes it an island.

Step 2: Shaping the Island



“As you can see the island is surrounded by the sea, to get to it we will need to go through the fog 
and the storms that hide it from the rest of the world. The ride can be very bumpy I understand. You’ll 
notice the tall mountain in the centre of the island, some say it might be a volcano, and the 
surrounding hills. The island is very mountainous, some of the tallest have coverings of snow that stay 
all year round. “The rest of the island has all the geographical features you would expect, forests, 
rivers, caves, waterfalls...” As you speak lift up the appropriate laminated feature, give the students 
the opportunity to join in if they want to, five or six should be enough. “I think it would be very 
helpful if we knew where all these features were on our map of the island. Do you think you could use 
these things to help you? I’ve brought along some different coloured wool and string, some tissue 
paper... You might also find these photographs of the island useful to look at, they might give you 
some idea of the climate and terrain.”
I like to have natural resources available to them as well – shells, fir cones, conkers etc. Again, I just 
let them go and then encourage them to talk about what it is they are making as they do so. If they 
are struggling, I give them more support like, “You have chosen the blue wool so I suppose you must 
be making a river. Good idea! Now, I wonder where a river would start… at the bottom of a mountain 
or at the top. I wonder where it might end up…”  

Step 3: Geographical features



Once the island is complete, tidy up, and gather the class back together. Spend a bit of time reflecting 
on the work done building the island: “What a huge job. You’ve built an island. Did you get tired at all? 
Not even at the end? I noticed... (Let the students see you referring to your notes) 
“I made a couple of notes in my book, if you don’t mind me reading them: ‘Noticed Ryan using the blue 
string to make the river, he seemed to stop several times, change his mind and then move the string to 
another place. I wonder what he was thinking?’”
I invited the class to comment on each other too and then to take a photo of it from lots of different 
angles or look at it through ‘binoculars’ to check they haven’t missed anything. Then I ask them to tell 
me what they discovered as they photographed it or looked carefully at it. I do this before I have tidied 
up the island so they can look at it as the reflect.  

Step 4: Reflection and Feedback



put

I have added in an extra step here too because I find that Reception children forget 
the island we have made quite quickly despite photographs so we also then make a 
massive map for the display. I ask the children to put the geographical features they 
made on the 3D island onto the map in whatever form they like. I then put it on the 
wall and paint the sea around it (I usually use blue backing paper but we had run 
out this year hence the pink and yellow combo…) For their number recognition, 
they are then asked to stick a number on the map next to their part of it and write 
a label for a key with the corresponding number and their name like Lucy Swamp or 
Morgan Cliff. I find this also helps with their love of drawing maps later on as they 
have more of an understanding as to what one is having gone from 3D to 2D in this 
way as well as understanding that symbols represent something 3D and real. 



“Well I was thinking, if we were the scientists, living and working on the island, how we might 
have got here. Bearing in mind the fog and the storms. I’m not sure I would liked to have come 
in a plane, I think I would have been happier on a boat. Even if it was a bumpy ride. What 
about you? I mean what way would you have liked to come? Give the students time to talk to 
each other. Help them if they need it….
Task: “I wonder if we could collect all our stories together. I bet they would make a fantastic 
adventure book. One that people might like to read late at night. What do you think? Could 
you grab a piece of paper here and make some notes or drawings about your journey to the 
island. The things you think other people would like to read. Of course, it will have to be a 
secret book, only for those of us on the island.”
I use Helicopter Stories in Reception as they are not up to writing out a whole adventure story 
independently just yet. Essentially, they tell me the story and I write down what they say, 
word for word. Then at the end of the day, I read their story out and the other children act it 
out either on a pretend stage or just in their space on the carpet. For the independent work, 
the children are asked to draw or design their method of getting to the island. 
https://www.makebelievearts.co.uk/helicopterstorieslettingimaginationfly

Step 5: Coming to the island – story writing

https://www.makebelievearts.co.uk/helicopterstorieslettingimaginationfly




In order to think about ourselves a bit more 
as scientists, we made a fashion team and 
asked them to design our outfits for Dinosaur 
Island. This team proved very popular and 
soon, everyone had made an outfit. I think it 
must have been raining that day or perhaps 
the storms around the Island had really stuck 
in their heads…



Step 6: Inventing the Island animals 
“Could I ask you, in your imagination, to go to somewhere on the island, as one of the scientists. You’ll 
have to have got there by walking, so it might have taken quite a while. You might be a bit tired from the 
journey. You might have had to climb one of the mountains or walk along one of the forest pathways. “In 
your mind now, could you try and imagine the heavy rucksack on your back, full of the things you need 
for your work. Binoculars, notebook, camera, first aid kit, rope. And could you imagine you’ve just seen 
something moving a little way ahead. Something you would like to take a closer look at, perhaps it is one 
of the ancient creatures? Could you take something out of your rucksack that you could use to record the 
creature, your camera, video camera or computer and could you imagine getting a little closer. As quietly 
as you can, perhaps you are crawling along the ground or keeping in the dark of the shadows. If you stop 
for a moment you might hear the sound of the creature breathing and chewing. See if you can get a bit 
closer, without being seen. “See if you can get close enough to film or take a picture. If you can, then 
please take one of these pieces of paper and draw what it was you saw. If you look in the books on the 
table you might find one that looks the same. If you do can you please make a note of the name of the 
creature, it will really help us with our work...” 
Task: The students set to work drawing the creatures they have seen on the island. 

I do all of this in Convention 1 with Reception children. I sort of narrate it to begin with but then just let 
them go off and explore Dinosaur Island with their binoculars and camera. I find they then just keep 
coming back to me to let me know what has been going on and what they have seen. They have usually 
had some quite tight scrapes or mini adventures already. 





The photographs they took 
were detailed and if the 
children said they had 
finished, I just explained that I 
was super interested in this 
particular creature and could 
they show me a bit more like 
what colour it was or how 
many legs it has or if it had 
wings etc. 



It quickly became clear that we needed a Dinosaur 
Hide in which to hide from the dinosaurs as our 
attempts at camouflage were not brilliant…



As the second part of this step is too tricky for most Reception class (especially early on in the 
year) to do, I made a basic fact file for them to fill in. I placed them on clipboards to make it look 
official and explained what they were to write, where. 

I then chose one of these each session with which to complete Step 7. 

After a few times with it being modelled by me, the children then completed Step 7 in Convention 
1 by themselves using all of the medicine sets we had in our Role Play equipment. 





Step 7: The Injured Triceratops
“We have here a female triceratops, (you turn to the student who invented 
the scenario for guidance) fully grown? (the student nods - she is the one who 
knows). She has sever bite marks and scratch marks here, on her back legs, 
and here, on her neck. As you can see she has lost a great deal of blood and is 
having difficulty breathing. I’m not sure if she can move (turn once again for 
confirmation - another nod), um, so this is a very serious situation. Has she 
moved since you found her? (Shake of the head) Did you see what made 
these marks? (Another shake of the head) What do you think did it? (A shrug 
of the shoulders) Yes, I understand, I’m not sure either. (Turn to the rest of the 
class) Does anyone else have an idea?” Give time for discussion.

See Tim’s planning for more…





Turn to the rest of the class. “We’re going to call in the helicopter to air-lift the triceratops 
out and back to the medical centre. I know you all have emergencies of your own to sort 
out, can you organise yourselves into teams and get to work on the most urgent cases... I’ll 
be over here if you need me.” (Turn away and start radioing for the helicopter) “Hello, can 
you hear me? Is that helicopter control? Good, I’m part of the science team, we’re over by 
the river with an injured triceratops. Can you please send us a helicopter, we need 
immediate evac...” etc. As you continuing working watch the rest of the class. They might 
just get on, organising themselves into teams, without the need for any further help. Or 
they might look confused and sit waiting for further guidance. Or they might just start 
running around being attacked by dinosaurs! Whatever they do, give them the appropriate 
level of support they need, as little or as much as necessary. Don’t feel disempowered. 
Don’t be worried if you need to stop the drama. Make it clear that’s what you’re doing, so 
the class can see what’s happening. “Everyone... I’m just stopping our story for a moment. 
So we’re all clear what’s happening. I think we’ve got a lot on here, so we’ll need to be 
really organised. We don’t want any of the injured or sick creatures to die. Do you need my 
help organising yourselves into teams or can you do it yourselves? I guess four or five would 
be the right number, although fewer might work...”

As it was early in the year (first term) I helped scaffold the teams - choosing a child who is fairly savvy and who has 
shown an interest and then ask others to join them, e.g. “Shaydon is really interested in helping the dinosaurs which are 
sick so if you want to do that too, you can join him over here with this piece of paper and draw/write all of the 
equipment you’re going to need. If you would rather help Le’Quaine with the map making, come over here and do the 
same…” I found that they all wanted to be in more than one team which I always allow and if a child is feeling out of 
sorts and doesn’t want to be in a team for whatever reason, making them the captain of the food and drink team 
usually perks them up as they enjoy drawing their favourite foods.



Dinosaur Island 
Field Hospital

• It became clear very quickly 
when filling in the forms that 
lots of dinosaurs were 
injured. We had to decide 
whether we should leave 
them to let nature take its 
course or try to save them. 

• There was a unanimous vote 
to save them all. 

• We designed field hospitals 
for their recuperation and of 
course added them to our 
map. We also designed a 
flying train to transport the 
sick dinosaurs to the closest 
field hospital. More on this 
later.



Step 8: Dinosaur Island 
Mission Control

• To make the Mantle circle really clear for my class, I spend a lot of time setting 
up the Dinosaur Island Headquarters with them. Initially, this takes a day of 
going in and out of Convention 1 but this is the rough order I do things in case 
it helps…

• At the end of one of our cycles of Step 7, I went into role as a doctor at the 
Dinosaur Field Hospital and use a walkie talkie one of my scientists had made 
to radio through to a scientist in the room (a child on the carpet), saying 
something like this: "CHHHHHH Come in Dinosaur Mission Control. Come 
in Dinosaur Mission Control. Is that Dinosaur Mission Control? Over." A child 
immediately got involved and answered me with, “Yes – this is Dinosaur Island 
Control. Over.” so I continued, "My name is Dr Lucy and I am contacting 
Dinosaur Mission Control because I am the Chief Dinosaur Hospital Vet and we 
are being overwhelmed with injured dinosaurs. We are at capacity. We are 
full. We can't accept any more dinosaurs. It is my belief that unless something 
is done quickly about the T-Rex that is hurting all of these creatures, Dinosaur 
Island will not be around for very much longer. Something has to be done 
about this T-Rex. Over."

• I stopped the story there and discussed with the class what had just happened 
before asking them what Dinosaur Mission Control would look like. How would 
the tables be? Would there be any tables? Would everyone be sitting or 
standing? Would they have computers or tablets or maybe lots of television 
screens to look at the dinosaurs in the island. I showed them some images of 
offices – as always, trying to challenge stereotypes and reflect the children in 
my class – as well as some from a Jurassic Park film to make them a bit more 
flashy and scientific…





Task: Set up classroom to look like ‘Dinosaur 
Mission Control’

Having seen pictures of people like them in offices, 
they then set up the classroom as an office. I helped 
them to move tables around and set up a 
conference type room in one area and then the rest 
of the classroom became a junk modelling and 
creation area in which the children got on making 
tablets, computers, laptops, phones – all sorts of 
things for their Dinosaur Island Mission Control. 
Then, they get started being in role in Convention 1 
in their Conference Room. I didn’t ask them to go 
into role, they just automatically did once they had 
the space and the equipment they needed.



• Here are some of the children in the Dinosaur Island 

Headquarters' Conference Room, working hard 

receiving phone calls, typing on their tablets/laptops 

and discussing which dinosaurs are a priority for 

transportation to the Field Hospitals and why. Apart 

from George that is who explained that he was 

playing video games because he was, ‘on my coffee 

break…’

• This is a great time to get in EAD observations and

assessments as well as CLL and PSED. 



Step 9: Meeting The Director of 
Dinosaur Island Mission Control

• Next, I said something like, "I suppose the Director or the Boss of 
Dinosaur Island Mission Control would sit here in this seat and the 
secretary - he or she takes the minutes or the notes of the meeting -
would sit nearby so he or she could hear what was being said - even 
the top secret high security clearance conversations." Wait for them 
to choose where they will sit. Keep describing different roles until they 
are sitting happily in a seat. If they don't sit down and assign 
themselves a role, you can always give them the opportunity of being 
the security guard who stands at the door so that they are still 
involved but it is a less intense experience for them as they can watch 
you 'dealing' with this situation. They usually all want to be the 
director of DMC though.

• My class never miss an opportunity for dressing up and many of them 
went to get accoutrement for their outfits. 

• Show them some work attire. I had a lanyard, a pair of high heels, a 
handbag, a white coat, a pair of scientists goggles, a mask (Covid 19 
friendly), a mobile phone.

• I placed the objects in front of the class and said, "I wonder what type 
of person would have these things?"

Task: We had a discussion about them to help them understand signs in 
theatre and life e.g. "I don’t think this person runs around a lot - do you? 
It's tricky to run in high heels that's for sure." or "This lanyard - I suppose 
it's a sort of key - these things are fobs and they let her get through doors 
which are locked to other people - they might have TOP SECRET written 
above them.”



TOP SECRET
One of the most fun and intriguing things 

about Dinosaur Island is that it is a secret. As 

soon as I reminded the class of this, they 

immediately sprang into action making TOP 

SECRET or KEEP OUT signs for the whole 

classroom and sticking them up on all of the 

doors and windows. Even when the writing

isn’t clear, the meaning is always very clear -

my headteacher popped in to see what was 

going on and got promptly shooed out by the 

scientists… 



Task: Name and become the Director 
of Dinosaur Mission Control.

• I explained that the lanyard says that this person is the Director of Dinosaur Mission Control 
but that she doesn't have a name yet. Might they be able to help? Names usually have two 
parts - a first name and a second name called a surname; that this name is often the same 
name as one or both of their parents. Now we need to decide on the name of the Director of 
DMC. Any name will do as long as it's plausible - 'Poo Poo Head' will not do - this is a very 
serious business and the dinosaurs' lives are in the hands of this person so they can't have a 
silly name.

• Once decided upon a name, I wrote it down and put it in the lanyard with Director of 
Dinosaur Mission Control and TOP SECRET written beneath it. I showed it to them and agreed 
that when my TA put it on with the clothes that she would become DDMC and would remain 
frozen like a statue. Kam froze in a worried/anxious type pose. I encouraged them to look 
carefully and to say what they saw e.g. "I see a woman who is biting her lip and has her arms 
folded. She is looking up to the sky and her eyebrows are low down."* I also asked them to 
mirror her pose to help keep some of the engaged and connected with this woman.

• I then invited them to describe how the statue might be feeling based on how they looked 
e.g. "Maybe she's biting her lip because she's nervous about something. I think she's thinking 
because she's looking up to the sky."

• We then agreed that if a child tapped her gently on the elbow, we might discover a few more 
clues about this person. They did and Kam started to pace up and down, looking very 
stressed, checking her watch and her phone. She didn’t say anything. The children tapped her 
elbow again and she froze. We discussed what we had learned from watching all of this.

• I went through some possible questions to ask her with the children to give Kam some 
thinking time but also to help model to the children what a question is and how to structure
one. We agreed that when we tapped her elbow this time, she could speak and listen but if
we wanted, we could just switch her back to being frozen by touching her elbow again. 

• I had asked Kam beforehand not to give too much away each time so keep her answers vague 
so that the class have to do the work, not her.

*Often children will immediately start talking about how the statue is feeling but we want to 
start to get them to understand the notion of Show Not Tell as this will really help their story 
telling ability - it is much better to tell a story in which the reader has to do the work of 
understanding the sub-text rather than describing it for them e.g. 'Her eyes wide, Little Red 
Riding Hood gasped; her knees were starting to tremble.' = Show as opposed to Tell which is, 
"Little Red Riding Hood was shocked and afraid."



Step 10: The Commission - Task: Scientists interviews the statue

To explain, here is the transcript of our one with my TA as the Director of Dinosaur Mission Control (DDMC):

Child A: Are you ok?

DDMC: Not really no. I mean, I am fit and healthy but...

Child B: You look a bit worried. Can I help you?

DDMC: Worried? That's not the half of it. I just don't know what to do.

Child C: Are you in trouble?

DDMC: No, no, well, not really.

Child D: Is it about the T-Rex?

DDMC: I am not supposed to say. It's top secret.

Child D: It's ok - I am a top scientist on the island. You can tell me.

DDMC: Do you know about the T-Rex already?

Child D: Yes! It has been biting and attacking all of the dinosaurs.

DDMC: Oh OK. What else do you know?

Child B: We found a Triceratops last week and it had a tooth in its back so the T-Rex must be missing a tooth - that's how we'll know we have the right one.

DDMC: That is very interesting. Thank you. I think you might be just the person for a Top Secret Mission I have. It will be dangerous and you definitely can't do it alone.

Child A: I am really good at keeping secrets and I am very brave.

DDMC: You will probably need to do some training or maybe give some training to your team. You'll need to pick a team to go with you.

Child C : I can do that.

DDMC: I don't want anyone getting hurt. As I said before, this is a very dangerous mission. I don't want any dinosaurs being hurt either.

Child D: I don't ever want to hurt a dinosaur - I want to help them. I am a vet.

DDMC: OK - I feel I can trust you. I need you and your team to track down the T-Rex which has been causing all of this mayhem - the one with the missing tooth - and observe it. You are going to need to make notes on it 
and then report back to me. See if you can work out why it is behaving like this. It has never done this before. It usually kills dinosaurs and then eats them - it doesn't usually just hurt them for fun.

The story emerged from the interview and they had their commission: to work with a small, top secret team to track the T-Rex and work out why it is behaving like it is and then report back to you. They are not to harm the 
T-Rex in any way - just observe it and let you know what is going on. They will need to make careful notes and possibly a proper report. They will need to think of ways to stay safe before they go on their mission and will 
probably have to undertake/give some training to their other team members.



Task: Create and train 
your teams

Earlier on in the Mantle, the class had designed a train which could fly 
so that it wouldn’t damage the Eco-systems of Dinosaur Island but 
would allow us to transport dinosaurs to the Field Hospital. This was 
designed and then created on my lunchbreak so had nothing to do with 
me and everything to do with my TA supporting the story and allowing 
the children to take the lead even though it wasn’t officially a ‘Mantle 
lesson’. This flying train meant that it was clear to the children that we 
would need a Train Driving Team which would need to be trained up 
(excuse the pun). I can’t remember exactly why but they also felt we 
would need a Swimming Team and a Diving Team as well as – rather 
more sensibly perhaps – an Escape Team. Each child chose their team 
and then went off to complete their training. When they had passed, 
they went to join a different team to complete theirs too – just in case. 
Some children decided to make a note of who had completed their 
training. This was all in Convention 1.  



Award Ceremony –
certificates 

• That week, the writing task was to complete a 
certificate for another member of the class to let 
them know that they had officially completed 
their training.

• At the end of the week, the Director of Dinosaur 
Mission Control presented each of them with 
their certificates (which I was going to put up on 
display but they were so proud of them, every 
child insisted on taking theirs home to show their 
parents). 

• For the ceremony, I just made a backing for the 
board (see Appendix) and played some 
triumphant music before asking my TA to take 
over as the Director. 



Mission – to find and 
report back on the T-
Rex 

• The children made all of the equipment they would need for their commission. 

• Meanwhile, I set up an obstacle course for us to go through on our search of Dinosaur Island 
for the T-Rex which had been attacking all those dinosaurs for no reason. Different parts of 
the classroom were different terrains from the map (e.g. there was a swamp, mountains, 
rivers, a desert) and we had to move differently when going through each one. 

• These pictures were taken during the Covid 19 pandemic which restricted our movements 
somewhat, but you could really go all out with yours.  





The search ended in the Wildlife Garden, 
where the teams started to report 
hearing strange sounds from the bushes 
and telling their members to hide or 
duck down and crawl for sections. They 
found a few footprints too – they knew 
they were getting close...



The T-Rex

Lurking in the bushes, they found the T-Rex 
growling and roaring. Some ran away screaming (to 
be honest) but most remembered their training 
and carefully crept up to the T-Rex and observed it, 
taking notes on their clipboards. These scientists 
inspired the others to come closer too and 
eventually, they were all sitting around the T-Rex 
making copious notes and sketches. We left the T-
Rex in peace and went back to the classroom, 
exhilarated and reported back to the Director of 
Dinosaur Mission Control. 

After a discussion, it was decided that we would try 
to talk to the T-Rex rather than just kill it because it 
had seemed a bit frustrated and upset. 



Step 11: Talking to the T-Rex

• We invited the T-Rex (my TA) into the Dinosaur Island Mission Control and 
had a chat with it. She explained that she was very worried because she 
had lost a tooth and another one was very wobbly.
• The team of scientists, who thankfully speak T-Rex, asked it a few questions 

before explaining that it was normal to lose your milk teeth when you are 4 
or 5 years old and that it is nothing to worry about. Some children 
explained about the tooth fairy and this seemed to make the T-Rex much 
happier. So much so, in fact, that she agreed to never kill other dinosaurs
unless she was hungry or defending her babies or territory. 
• My TA and I decided that this would be the reason beforehand as some of 

the children in our class had started losing their milk teeth in class and had 
been quite distressed by it. Obviously, you can choose whatever reason is 
most relevant for your classroom at the time e.g. rough play, not sharing



Step 12 – the 
Volcano

• I find it tricky to end Mantles especially with 
Reception as they are so into them, it always 
feels a shame to end them but due to the ways 
in which our curriculum is laid out at school, I 
have to change them every half term (roughly 
every 6 or 7 weeks). This was the first time I 
have decided to kill off all of the dinosaurs and 
the island with the volcano…

• We learned all about volcanoes, labelled them 
and did lots of art around them. 



Then I blew up Dinosaur Island
well, I tried to…
• The children were so excited about our paper mâché volcano that at 

first, they didn’t realise that this was the end. However, when they 
did, they asked that we stop everything and come up with a way of 
rescuing all of the dinosaurs and scientists before the volcano 
erupted. 

• So we pressed pause on the story and that’s what we did. They 
created a massive bridge with safety boat supports to enable the 
rescue.



Step 13: The Rescue

The children pulled together into 
different teams: some rescued 
livestock, others dinosaurs and others
humans until everything was safely off 
Dinosaur Island and onto a different 
island nearby which they had 
conveniently just discovered.



Step 14: The Volcano 
actually erupts

• Now that everyone was safe, we watched the 
volcano explode over Dinosaur Island quilting 
everything in lava and ash. 

• For the eruption, I used baking soda, vinegar 
and warm water with red food colouring in it. 
I try to ensure I have enough for at least one 
eruption as one is NEVER enough – they 
always want to do it over and over again.



Step 15: We are paleontologists
In order to celebrate Black History Month, I decided to link our special person
to Dinosaurs – who better than Dr Lisa White – a real paleontologist? 



Dr Lisa White

• We learned about paleontology 
and about Dr Lisa White and had 
a go at it ourselves.

• Please see Appendix for slides 
about Dr Lisa White. (I mainly 
concentrated on parts of her 
career I felt they could grasp)



Dog biscuits look a little like bones 
and can be written on – these are 
their high frequency words… 



That’s it! 

• I hope that you have found this useful in some way. 
• Please do contact me if you have any questions or have a look on the 

Mantle of the Expert website which is full of useful ideas, articles and now, 
podcasts. Also, Tim’s book; A Beginner’s Guide to Mantle of the Expert is 
extremely useful and well worth a read if you haven’t already.  
• TRIPS - The photo on the 2nd slide is from a previous class’s trip to the 

Natural History Museum to look at their Dinosaurs Exhibition which is truly 
brilliant and thrilling especially when you come round the corner and meet 
a life size, animatronic T-Rex! I totally recommend taking your class if you 
can. There is also a wonderful dinosaur sculpture park in Crystal Palace.  
Unfortunately, we did not manage to go on any such trips this year due to 
the pandemic but I am sure there are loads of brilliant dinosaur attractions 
all around the country just waiting to be explored by your teams of 
scientists as soon as Covid 19 restrictions allow.   



Appendix:

• Team backgrounds

• Dr Lisa White information slides











Dr Lisa White



Didn’t know I wanted to study dinosaurs, 
aged 6 but I loved museums…



I began interning at the U.S Geological Survey. They 
took a group of us to Alaska on a research project. I 
really got first-hand knowledge; [it] appealed to my 
sense of adventure.



When I went to Alaska, I had only been working in at the U.S. Geological Survey for two summers. I did not have that 
much experience outdoors. I was excited about going to Alaska, I was trying to get in shape. I had to take gun 
training—-someone had been mauled by a bear. Gun training is mandatory for field explorations.
There were two of us in the field; we had been dropped off on one part of [a] ridge by helicopter. We’re working, we’re 
collecting specimens. My backpack is getting heavy; it’s getting dark. We’re trying to make it back to the ridge to meet 
the camp. My pack is getting too heavy to carry. So the geologist I was with, a female, she had to carry my backpack to 
keep us on time. She wasn’t very happy.



Diatoms are very useful for determining the 
geological age of rocks or the past climate; the 
condition of the ocean and the temperature.


